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Jeb minecraft sheep

Comments Share Wool (1) if killed and don't fight. (Changing color) Wool (1-3) if the player uses Scissors Wool (4), if the player punches 7 times and shears it Raw Mutton (1-2) Cooked Medon (if the sheep dies while on fire.) (1-2) Overworld (where light level &gt;9, on Grass) Sheep are one of the most abundant and useful mobs encountered in Minecraft.
They can often be found wandering throughout the Overworld. The main purpose of the sheep is to deliver Wool and Raw Mutton (or cooked mutton if killed while in fire). The appearance of the group painted sheep, and their colors of the offspring. Adult sheep measures 1.25 blocks long, up to 0.625 blocks wide, up to 1.4375 blocks long. Like sheep in the
real world, they walk all four. Sheep naturally spawn with wool-colored white, black, gray, light gray, brown, and (rarely) pink. Most are white coats. Natural sheep colours are as follows: White (81,836%) Black (5%) Grey (5%) Light grey (5%) Brown (3%) Pink (0.164%) Using dyes, it is possible to change the sheep's coat to any color color: White Black Gray
Light Gray Gray Gray Grey Grey Grey &lt;span style=color:#993333;&gt;Gray Time Green Cactus Green Light Blue Cyan Blue Magenta Purple Rainbow Sheep with jeb_ titled Tag is a new type of sheep released in update 1.7.4. Disco sheep (also called Or sheep and rainbow sheep) can be created if the player names the spawn egg jeb_, or by using the
name tag to name the existing sheep jeb_. When sheep spawn, its wool will constantly cycle through 16 possible colors with fading rainbow effect. Wool disco sheep color will fall, not affected by rainbow coloring. Instead, it would drop the wool in its original color before the rainbow effect was added. Wololo Spell Illager Evokers turn all blue sheep in the world
in red. If there are blue sheep around, Evokers can get distracted by this task during the raid, possibly opening the advantage of the player. The behavior of sheep are passive mobs that wander through the overworld. When they encounter an obstacle, they often try to jump over it (sometimes even if the obstacle cannot be overcome). They run away when
attacked. They won't try to stay out of the water, and it's common to see several sheep bobbing in the water, along with other animals. Sheep are often in myceli groups 2-8. All sheep behave in the same way, regardless of their colour. Of course, sheep wander around and eat Grass. When the sheep eat grass, they make a crunching sound similar to that of
placing down or walking on the Dirt Block. After the grass is consumed, the block of sheep has eaten from getting bald dirt until the grass regrows on it. As for Tall Grass, the block will just disappear. However, if/gamerule mobGriefing is set to false, the block will remain as grass and will not change to dirt. If sheep have a chance, the option of its eating room
is 1 1000 per game &lt;/span style=color:#993333;&gt;(1.550 lambs). Agriculture Sheep can be easily reared by placing them in a fenced area because they can't jump. Sheep will follow the player while the wheat is held in hand. They can be difficult to corral to a fenced area without wheat because they tend to run to the nearest opening fence or pass
through a hole. One method for capturing sheep is to dig a 2-block-deep hole. Make it as wide as you want. Sheep can be pushed as a result with wheat, or can simply wait for them to fall on their own. Lure them to an underground production station (or somewhere with a roof over it) to keep the wolf away. Pigs, cows, and many other land mobs can be
caught this way as well. Once the sheep are separated, their skin will be exposed and polka-dotted white. The patches are always white (this will not happen In Bed and See Edition), regardless of the color of wool. Their ears are also exposed to the edges of the head. Sheep will regrow their wool sometime after they have fought, although in order to do so,
they will need to eat grass or long grass. Sunlight must also reach the place where they are penned. It can be easily told when sheep have re-grown its wool, because its appearance will change from a fragmentary shorn to look normal. Dyes can be applied directly to sheep, and combat-colored sheep produces painted wool blocks of matching colors. This
can be a more effective method of painting wool construction projects, because the sheep drop up to three wool blocks when fought. Sheep can be painted in any color by right-clicking on them while the paint is held in your hand. Breeding bred from adult sheep, giving them wheat sheep can be multiplied by feeding two sheep that stand close to each other,
Wheat. Baby Lamb produces a large head and small body, like other baby mobs. If killed, lambs do not drop anything, and wool can only be obtained from them after they grow up in adults. If two mother sheep are of the same color, they produce lamb of the same color. For example, if two sheep are painted &lt;spanstyle=color:#993333;&gt;Red and are
reared, then their lamb will also be red sheep. Breeding two different colored sheep will either produce white sheep, sheep of the same parental color, or a mixture of two. Drops the Trivia Effect that occurs when a sheep is named Dinnerbone or Grumm on their Name Tag. A bit of a running gag among Minecraft fans is that sheep roam on the tracks at the
same moment that a minecart arrives, thus stopping the journey. However, this is not true because mobs don't walk along the tracks unless they are a pursuit player (for some reason). When adult sheep eat, they wily their heads above the ground. When the lambs eat, their head goes to the ground. All dyes can be applied to sheep to change their color and
the color of the wool they produce. As the sheep jump up and down in a sealed &lt;/spanstyle=color:#993333;&gt;their energy can be used using pressure plates to generate redstone energy. Rare sheep will operate around circles for no apparent reason. This usually happens above the fences. The sheep that are cut off seem to turn white, but it will return to
the color it had before cutting when its wool regrows. However, this is not the case with Minecraft: Bedline Edition. Pink sheep seem to have a better chance of naturally spawning in the Extreme Hills Biome. Like all units, naming sheep grumm or dinnerbone will cause it to move normally, but visually the other way around. Sheep can eat grass, even if they
are stepping on any type of plate. Sheep can eat grass even if they are inside Minecart. Before the Minecraft 1.8 update, if the sheep had the invisibility potion effect, then its wool would still be visible. If a player punches a sheep seven times and then punches it and shears it at the same time, the sheep can drop to four pieces of wool. To kill sheep is a more
effective way to get wool than simply kill sheep. Before Beta 1.4, brown wool was impossible to obtain because cocoa beans did not exist, and the sheep did not spawn in color brown. Minecraft: Xbox 360 Edition, sheep used to simply stare at the player, even when attacked. Lamb wool can be painted, just like an adult sheep. However, lambs cannot be
felled. Lambs will inherit the color of their parents. If their parents are of different colors, then this is a 50-50 chance. It can also inherit a combination of both colors. Lambs eat grass much faster and more often than adult sheep. Evokers can change the sheep's wool color to red if its wool is blue, but this won't happen if gamerule mobGriefing is turned off. If
the sheep name Jeb, it will begin to cycle in all colors of the sheep can be. They have a pretty stupid habit of jumping off the rocks of their deaths. Sheep can be found in village goths from 1.14. The Community content gallery is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. An Easter egg is a deliberate hidden message, inside a joke, or feature at
work such as a computer program, website, video game, television program, movie, book, or crossword. Minecraft offers several Easter eggs hidden in the game. Holidays [edit] April Fools' Day [edit] This feature is just a Java Edition. Many joke features and updates have been teased on April 1. Some of them, such as stained glass, blocks of coal and
horses, eventually made their way to the official game. 2011 main article: Locked chest Locked chest was a naturally generated block that was used as a premise of the April 2011 fool's day joke. When trying to open his chest, it seems to be showing a message that Steve Co. Supply Crate Key was required and that it can be purchased in the Minecraft
store. This concept was a reference to Team Fortress 2's item drop system where players check out the item during the game. One of the accounts receivables is called Mann Co. Supply Crate, which requires a key purchased from Mann Co Store, a microtransaction system integrated into the Steam client. The font used by Gui is the same as 2. Font used
by Team Fortress. During minecraft store there were many Easter eggs: Clicking on the Continue to box office button triggered a screamer in which velociraptor from the movie Jurassic Park could growl loudly and fly across the screen. When clicked, the Continue button also changed its display name to Fiddlesticks!!! 1 [sic] Entering items totaling more than
$10,000 into the basket causes a window pop-up asking if the player is prone to cramps. Clicking OK or Cancel in the screen start to blink, causing each element to flash multi-color. Later, a window pop-up said: If you are prone to cramps, press set aside. This was done perhaps to avoid exposing photosensitive players to rapidly changing color flashes. The
script that triggered velociraptor appears contains a reference to the Konami code in it: // Set input if (options.enterOn == 'timer') { setTimeout(init, options.delayTime); ) another if (options.enterOn == click) { _this.bind (click, function(e) { e.preventDefault(); if (! blocked) (init(); } }) } other if (options.enterOn == 'konami-code') (var kkeys = [], konami =
38,38,40,40,37,39,37,39,66,65 $(window).bind(keydown.raptorz, function(e)(kkeys.push(e.keyCode); if( kkeys.toString().indexOf(konami) &gt; = 0 ) ( init(); $ (window.unbind(keydown.raptorz'); } true); Minecraft shop in confiscation mode. 2013 main article: Java Edition 2.0 in 2013, Mojang Studios released a pre-release version of a fake future version of
various YouTubers. July 1, 2014 was added to the Mooyang Studio blog. The long-nosed villagers presented in Minecraft Beta 1.9 have become sensitive. They have taken over our skin servers and content delivery networks (CDN), so unfortunately, you will not be able to change your skin until we fix the problem. We desperately try our best to pull candles,
but we should prepare ourselves to serve under our new village overlords. The singular can be over us. - Minecraft team This caused all players' current skin to be replaced with different village skins, and caused the user not to change their skin unless they converted the launcher to a .json file. Various career village leathers were used, including the then
unused green costumes of nitwit villagers. In-game, the villagers still acted the same way, but they made different sounds. All noises were replaced by the sound effect Element Animation's T.E.A.R.P (Element Animation Village Sounds Resource Pack). Mojang Studios also added in-game village music. The title of the screen music contains a parody of the
Game of Thrones theme, in The series, which begins in early April as well because it is included in the original trailer of T.E.A.V.R.P. Jeb also claimed the villagers got their twitter account. [2] Grums released the village skins on Reddit on April 1, 2014. There were seven options, including base skin. An updated version of T.E.A.V.S.R.P., updated with new
music, was released on April 2, 2014 in Animation. Shortly afterwards, Element Animation released this video, and the skins and sounds were returned as they were before April 2, 2014. One of the village skins (at that time, this green-robed village was foiled). The server that was the village prank. Make village skins. 2015[edit] Main article: Java Edition
15w14a 15w14a was released as an April fool joke about version 1.10, when the next update was supposed to be 1.9. [3] There was also a QR code written in the snow, created in the superflens world that, by scanning, reads Minecraft 1.9: Combat Update. Swords were replaced by hearts. The only world title available was There can only be one. Survival
was called existence. The modified menu screen appears. Note that the text reads Play World and Reset World. Banners, an obsidian boat, an ordinary boat and a diamond heart. 2016[repair] 1.RV-Pre1 shows technology items and USB charger unit. Main article: Java Edition 1.RV-Pre1 1.RV-Pre1 was released as an April Fools joke about update 1.RV.
This Update is called Trendy Update. [4] 2017[edit] Mine and Craft Digital Leisure Devices from April 2017 Fools. Mine &amp; Craft Digital Leisure Device, a game console reminiscent of Game &amp;amp; Watch, was announced on the minecraft website. [5] 2018 Comparison of some textures. The new PCX default version of the texture was released for
Java Edition. The new textures are available in versions java edition 1.12.x and versions from Java Edition 17w43a to Java Edition 18w11a. It was announced that all editions of Minecraft will receive the new version of the invoices. The new textures are original textures using 8-bit color, resulting in a sharp reduction in detail. [6] Today's splash text also
shows one of the following: Cleaner! Simplified! Perfected!amazing Art directed! (with robots) The machine learned textures! Not fuzzy! No champagne! Not cartoony! Photorealistic! Hand painted! Textures and splashes were returned as they were before April 2, 2018. [7] However, you cannot reactivate this update by setting the computer date to April 1,
2018. For information about this texture block and item renders, see Menu screen with a unique splash. Some of the textures used at the April Fools event in April 2018. An example of how the world looks with these textures. A village with these textures. Go behind with these textures Coverage. Java Edition 1.14 village with these textures. Underwater
terrain with these textures. Inventory with these textures. The pyramid of desert and the sun with these textures. Breast room in the desert pyramid with these textures. Jungle temple with these textures. Swamp hut with these textures. 2019[edit] Main article: 3D Shareware v1.34 April Fools version, which was officially called Minecraft 3D,[8] contains many
references to games in 1990 binding, mainly Doom. 2020[edit] Main article: Java Edition 20w14∞ Snapshot 20w14∞ was released with the addition of 2,147,483,647 dimensions that can be accessed by throwing a not-specifically tailored book and quill or written book on the nether site. [9] Two characters; one says RELAX! red text and the other says
ENJOY! light gray text in the lama dimension. A wide view of the lama dimension. Halloween[edit] From October 20th and November 3rd, bats can spawn at light level 6 or less instead of normal light levels of 3 or less. On October 31, zombies, zombie villagers, shadows, drowned, skeletons, stray, zombie pigmen, and shave skeletons can sometimes wear
carved pumpkins or jack o'lanterns on the head. These mobs would drop these blocks if killed using a tool enchanted by looting. This feature was added to Java Edition 1.4.2 for Halloween 2012 and every Halloween thereafter. Also, the only splash text displayed is OOoooOOOoooo! Who loved the most: Christmas From 24 to 26 December chests, large
chests, trapped chests and ender chests have been changed to Christmas chests reminiscent of wrapped Christmas gifts. It was added to Java Edition 1.4.6 for Christmas 2012. The texture of the file called skis.png was also added to Java Edition 1.4.6 in the same folder as the Christmas chest, but it was added with Dinnerbone as a red herring. It was readded to Christmas 2013,[10] along with a new rain feature,-pigs riding chickens (it is not planned to be fully implemented). It also happened again in 2014 with a new splash reading Merry X-Mas! and repeated every Christmas since. Merchandise[edit] Cake [edit] In 1.14.2-pre2 and in honor of the 10-year Minecraft release on May 17, 2019, the cake was a
great 10 placed as candles, and the only splash of text that appeared was Turning 10 years old! [11] It was returned as it was before 20 May 2019. Models Full cake 1 slice eat 2 slices to eat 3 slices to eat Thing banner [edit] Thing model can be crafted using enchanted gold apple and paper. When put on the banner, it shows Mojang Studio's old logo
whatever color was used. It is marked with Case in the inventory. Withers encarved [remedy] Two blocks of notequeen is visible to them. 2×2 painting is a deterror with soulsand T-shaped and three derequests of skulls. The other is usused on a red sandstone block. Some textures are hidden things in the room of the unused game. Some of them are
available, unzipping client.jar to find versions of the folder. Guardian [edit] Before Texture Update, as guardian and senior guardian of textures, there was an unused area says or. Armor stand[repair] Armor bench texture, unused area in the lower right corner, the word Searge can be seen in a black box. It's probably put there as a signature by Searge, the
developer who implements armor stands. In the lower left corner you can see the word Jappa. This is probably another signature, this time from the texture artist, Jappa, who was in charge of Texture Update. Armor stand texture after texture update. Zombie pigman [edit] Before texture update in the unused area of zombie pigman texture, the words THX
XAPHOBIA could be seen. This was written by Notch to give credit to and thanks to the original creator of the texture, XaPhobia. [12] [13] Alex [edit] Version 1.8, early textures can be accessed in the file Alex skin, but for them pixels have their transparency set to 0, making them invisible unless converted back manually. The coating features glasses, a nice
reference to Jeb, a Mojang developer. The hands are unfinished and seem to be going off Steve's skin. [14] Five languages are available in the language menu: Pirate Speaks, LOLCAT, Shakespeare in English, English English and ɥsᴉlƃuƎ (ɯopᵷuᴉʞ pǝʇᴉu∩). Minecraft is also translated by tlhIngan Hol, a Klingon language from Star Trek; Quenya, one of
Elvish's languages from lord of the Rings; Lojban, llc (logical language groups) conlang; and Esperanto, a conlang created by L.L. Zamenhof. If the player types excited to the search bar for a recipe book, their language is automatically switched to Pirate Speak. Excitedze is President Maria Lemón, a former mojang studios employee. [15] Names[edit]
Multiple mobs can be renamed using the name tag to create an effect. Upside down mobs [edit] Anything under my name Minecraft is upside down, including myself. - Dinnerbone Example skeleton, pig, sneak, chicken and cow is named Dinnerbone. From 1.6, any mob (except Ender Dragon) named Dinnerbone or Grumm (case-sensitive) using name tags,
commands, or any other method will cause it to be turned upside down. Mob behavior doesn't change. This also applies to players who allow Dinnerbone and Grumm's avatars to be presented the other way around. It can be switched using the Show cape button from Skin Settings. [16] In The Bedline Edition, if a player calls himself Dinnerbone or Grumm,
they are given the other way around. It only works if the player doesn't sign in to Xbox Live. Rainbow sheep sheep jeb_ using the name tag or renamed spawn egg causes it to continuously cycle in all colors the sheep can paint. When kneaded using scissors, however, the sheep drop wool in the original color of the sheep, not the color that currently appears
on the sheep. In Bed and See Edition, where the sheep is named jeb_, and then felled, the leftover wool on the skin continues to cycle in all colors. Toast Bunny[edit] When Ryan Holtz was developing rabbits, user xyzen420 asked him to make a skin that looks like his girlfriend has lost a rabbit, Toast. Now, naming a rabbit with the name tag or rabbit spawn
egg called toast causes the rabbit's skin pattern to look like a Toast memorial. It also works when a player tries to name a Killer Bunny; although while the appearance of a rabbit uses toast skin, it can still attack, as it would be without a given name. When a player is killed by a renamed Killer Bunny, the death report says &lt;playername&gt; was killed by
Toast. Toast has been re-textured in black spots on its fur. It refers to the movie Shining. Other references include that vindicators named Johnny had similar behavior from sharks in the Hungry Shark series. Players Deadmau5 ears[ Ears are vanity items and worn in addition to the player's skin, with a texture that embossed deadmau5 skin. Deadmau5 can
not unlock your ears, as the transparent part of the skin is automatically turned into black. His name tag is also programmed to make ten pixels higher at the top of his ears. Ears are set to appear based on username, not UUID from the player, which means that if deadmau5 had to change his name, he could not hold his ears. Notch's death, when notch died
in-game, he dropped an extra apple along with his inventory. At a certain time in the game, they were unearthly. [17] However, this seems to be the case anymore,[18][19] and it is not known whether it was deliberately cancelled. Splash[edit] Never visible splash [edit] Within the texts folder, there is a text file named splashes.txt. The text file contains all the
splashes that appear in the title. One of them is This message will never appear on the splash screen, isn't it that weird? As its text suggests, splashes are never displayed. Missingno Splash[edit] If one had to delete the file splashes.txt without deleting the META-INF folder, splash the text on the title screen appearing as missingno. This is a reference to the
infamous glitch Pokemon MissingNo. Find the first generation of Pokemon games. It was later changed to a box with the letters &lt;/playername&gt;in it. Missingno splash before 1.0.0. Missingno splash after 1.0.0. Missingno splash modern versions. Notch's birthday 1.7.9. (Faithful 32x) On June 1, Notch's Birthday, the only splash seen is Happy Birthday,
Notch! This splash was removed as Java Edition 1.8.5 because notch no longer works in Mojang. Holiday splashes appear all day long on many holidays like Happy New Year! on January 1 and Merry X-mas! On Christmas Day. They can change slightly every year. [edit] Special splashes appear due to the Covid-19 pandemic. These include Wash Your
Hands! and Support for elderly relatives and friends! [edit] Several Easter eggs have been removed from Minecraft. Command blocks have different Easter eggs with messages attached to the previous output. Searge[edit] Running Searge as a team block without the above/now determined previous output of #itzlipofutzli. This Easter egg is case sensitive.
Searge says[edit] If command/help is run using a command block, it gives different messages in the past with Searge saying: as the previous output is activated. The following reports exist: Yolo/achievement to achieve.understandCommands @p Ask for help on Twitter/deop @p Scoreboard deleted, commands blocked Contact helpdesk help/testfornoob
@p/trigger warning Oh my God, it's full of statistics/kill @p [name=! Searge] Have you tried to turn it off and on again? Sorry, don't help today. It no longer works at 1.13 (MC-124295); instead of / help command now works normally, but the previous output gives only the last row (/ xp -&gt; experience) because there is space in only one row. Java Edition
launcher [repair] Some launcher Easter eggs. The shrugging emoticon is clicked, causing it to turn white. The witch has also appeared after the player hovered over the play button. Before the release of Java Edition launcher version 2.1.497x, the launcher made several Easter eggs. If the player hovers over the Play button for a few seconds, a random crowd
will appear in the lower-right corner of the launch corner. In the upper left corner of the launcher, the player could see a translucent sneak face. There was about a 1,11 chance to sneak a face being replaced by a shrugging emoticon, ̄\_(ツ)_/̄ . When the player clicked on any of these, they became solid white. Clicking on them again could return them to their
transparent state. In addition, if the player pressed ctrl + b, experience the orb pickup sound play. They can no longer work because the launcher was recently updated. Main article: Legacy Console Edition tutorial in the old Legacy Console Edition TU12-TU13 Tutorial World, the top floor of the sandstone pyramid, has four blocks of gold on top blockade of
obsidian. It's the Pimps Tower. It was created by Gavin Free of Achievement Hunter in his video Let's Play Minecraft Part 2 - The Rail! and has become a symbol of the band's Let's Play Minecraft series, mostly as a trophy in their competitions for their Achievement City world Xbox 360 Edition and Java Edition. [20] Stampylonghead reference[edit] In Legacy
Console Edition TU19/CU7/1.12 Tutorial World, was an island on the northeast side of the world and was a remake of stampy house along with its boat, SS Stumpy. [21] In addition, the boat was visible in the trailer Legacy Console Edition TU19/CU7. [22] References to other franchises Portal [edit] Achievement as a result of cake breakup is called Mel,
referring to the phrase Cake is a lie from the popular Valve games portal. Half-Life[edit] Breakthrough for traveling a considerable distance with a minecart called On The Rail, which is most likely a reference to Half-Life Chapter 8, in which the hero, Gordon Freeman, is to navigate a complex railroad while battling marines and aliens. Super Mario 64 [edit]
Elytra's behavior, Tommaso tweets, is like Mario 64, referring to the wing cap from Super Mario 64. Star Fox [corrected] Breakthrough using a trident enchanted by Riptide called Will Barrel Roll!, referring to a popular phrase said peppy hare Star Fox 64 and Star Fox Zero, telling the player to perform an air maneuver called a barrel roll. 2001: Space Odyssey
[Edit] Using/Helping command block displays one of the few joke messages, one of which is Oh my God it's full of stars, a quote from the novel 2001: Space Odyssey. In witty comments, there are two other quotes, I'm sorry, Dave. and quite honestly, I wouldn't worry myself about it. Age of Empires[edit] If the evoker sees a blue sheep, it turns the sheep into
red sheep, but pronouncing wololo. This is a reference to the Priest unit from the Age of Empires real time strategy game series, which utters wololo while converting enemy units to their side by changing their color. Evoker specifically uses a sound sample from 1999 in the name of Age empires II: Age of Kings. [23] [24] HungryShark games Vindicators
named Johnny and Zoglins had similar behavior from sharks in the Hungry Shark series. Terraria [edit] The summoning mechanism to de-y lad the boss, according to Jens, was inspired by the invosing mechanisms of bosses at Terraria. Other [edit] Minceraft [edit] Main article: Menu screen § Minceraft There is a 0.01% chance of naming the screen to show
Minceraft, not Minecraft. At the beginning of the crash logs may be a phrase you should try our sister game, Minceraft! Minceraft with crash logs. Someone closes me! [edit] Someone is approaching me! Easter egg. After an accident line of text on the game's exit launcher tab says: Someone is approaching me! Charming symbols The charming symbols
shown in the selection of magic contain random words using the standard galactic alphabet of the Commander's Keen Games, but the names of the enchanting tables are randomized and not associated with magic. This language appears on the 10th anniversary of Minecraft as a puzzle. Sounds [edit] Disc 11 [edit] When ogg music disc 11 is converted to
wave and run through a spectrogram, the image is created. Several theories about this image exist, but the most popular is that the image depicts the default player's head and C418 autograph. C is hexadecimal of 12, so 12418 is C418. Part of disk 11 when the spectrogram was ridiculed. Some features are distinguished. There is the main character face
and the number 12418. Another image of 11 disk. Green version part. The green version, which has been highlighted for the sake of clarity. The cave sound 14 [edit] When the ambient sound of 14 is inserted into the spectrogram, it seems to be a creeping face. Crimson Forest ambience [edit] Many sounds were created using balloons. [25] Killer Bunny
[Remedy] Killer Bunny is a variant of a rabbit that is hostile to all players. This is a reference to the Killer Rabbit caerbannog of Monty Python and the Holy Grail. It can only be created using commands, and only java edition. Super Secret Settings[edit] In snapshot 13w36a java Edition 1.7.2, Dinnerbone added a Super Secret Settings button that could be
viewed on the option screen. Clicking on it could blare random game sound with a lower pitch and change the shader from the screen. These effects do not always work on computers without graphics cards that supported OpenGL 2.1. This was removed in snapshot 15w31a 1.9. Crash screens [edit] Main article: Crash § Witty comments When the game
goes to a fatal error and crashes, the crash log includes a message like Who sets us up in TNT? or Hi. I'm in Minecraft and I'm a crashaholic. The .minecraft [edit] debug profile results [edit] Debug profile results (triggered through/debug) contain witty comments at the top, similar to crash reports. Shiny numbers! Am I not running fast enough? :( I'm working
as hard as I can! Will I ever be good enough for you? :( Quick. The Zooooom! Hello world 40% better than crash report. Now with additional numbers Now with fewer numbers Now with the same numbers you should add flame to things, it makes them go faster! Do you feel the need... Optimization? *cracks redstone whip* Maybe if you treated it better then it
will be more motivation to work faster! Bad server. Item and block NBT tags [edit] If one had to use/give yourself an object that can mine non-existent block ID (any block ID other than game), the text simply displays missingno. That is the infamous glitch Pokemon MissingNo., which can be found in the first generation of Pokemon games. missingno data tag
iron pickaxe. Scottish Steve and Swedish Alex[edit] In Bed and Legacy Console editions, in the default leather packaging or legacy leather packaging, Scottish Steve and Swedish Alex Skins are references to the company that develops the game sites. 4J Studios is located in Scotland and Mojang is located in Sweden. 15 September 2004
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